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Finding Solutions Through Community
By Cynthia Mun, Regional Advisor
I have to admit that I’ve been a little sluggish with the colder weather in Las
Vegas. I want to curl up and read a book, but instead, I’ve been staring
blankly at my white board, trying to revise the plot of my manuscript. It
hasn’t been easy. I’ve distracted myself with all sorts of busy work that makes
me feel productive but doesn’t progress my writing. It was at a desperate
moment when I had an urge to talk to someone who knew my story, but I
didn’t want to speak to my agent; I wanted another writer who had gone
through my pain. I called my friend and fellow author, Heather Petty.
What I needed was a sounding board who listened and gave constructive
feedback. I didn’t want someone else to solve my problems for me. I wanted
them to offer anecdotes and ask me questions, even if the questions were ones
I’d asked myself. I wanted to have a conversation. And within ten minutes,
Heather helped me solve my problem. We were talking about something
completely different, and then I had that ah-ha moment.
The next day, I met my other author friend, Axie Oh, for coffee. I hadn’t seen
her in a while, since she’s been working on her second and third novels, and
we were going to just meet to work. When she saw me and I had mentioned
my rut, she recommended a great book that is more of a step-by-step process
of how to organize a story from premise to ending. I read the first chapters
of THE ANATOMY OF STORY: 22 STEPS TO BECOMING A MASTER
STORYTELLER, by John Truby, and in minutes it made me realize some of
my plot issues. Sure, my agent had said so as well, but the book helped me
see it from the writer’s perspective for fixing the issues.
All this to say that I’m really thankful for my SCBWI community and my
friends, especially Heather Petty and Axie Oh, who’ve helped me along my
journey all of these years. There are numerous others in the community, but if
I get started on that list, it would fill the entire newsletter. Thank you to all of
you for being part of this wonderful community.
Happy Thanksgiving!
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Cynthia Mun is a former corporate VP of Marketing. She
spent twenty years in emerging markets in Silicon Valley
and hospitality in Las Vegas. She switched careers in 2011
to write children’s novels. She is represented by Jenny
Bent and Eliza Kirby at The Bent Agency.
As a Korean immigrant, Cynthia was the first to receive a
college degree in her family. She is an active community
advocate and serves as the President of the Yale Club of
Nevada and ASC Director for undergraduate recruitment
for Yale University. She is the Regional Advisor for SCBWI NV.

Newsletter Editor
Myrna Foster has written for
newspapers and sold six poems
to Highlights High Five. She writes
picture books, chapter books, middle
grade, and young adult novels. She has
three kids, too many cats, and a moody
parakeet.

Inktober and Drawlloween Challenges
By Sarah Elliott, Volunteer
When someone would ask me what I do at an SCBWI event, my immediate
answer would be that I write. I wouldn’t say with confidence that I am also an
illustrator. For me, showing my art for review or critique, was just too scary! I
could mark-up and revise a manuscript day after day no problem, but revise my
art? Forget about it!
So, I set a challenge for myself: Complete Inktober and Drawlloween for the
month of October, and see what happens. Here is what I learned:

~ Writer Roundup ~
Still waiting to hear back from that last query letter? Not
sure if your submission is up to snuff? Give a critique
group a try! A fresh perspective not only awakens new
ideas and reveals previously unseen plot holes, it also
toughens your skin and bolsters the ego. A writer's critique
group can help out even the seasoned booksmith.
If you're interested in finding one in your area, here is a
current list.
Northern Nevada (Sparks Area)
Who: Middle Grade-Young Adult Novelists-Picture
Book Writers & Illustrators
Where: Please contact Kim Harnes
at kimharnes@gmail.com for location info.
When: Every Saturday, except holidays, 3-5pm.
Notes: Email Kim with questions and to make sure
the meet is on. Cancellations do occur.
Southern Nevada (Las Vegas & Boulder City Areas)
Who: SCBWI Boulder City Critique Group, all
genres
Where: Please contact Lisa Hallet
at Clkhallett@embarqmail.com for location info.
When: Every third Tuesday of the month, 6:30pm.

Finished is better than perfect.
I have a hard time allowing an illustration to exist just as a loose pencil sketch.
Though I didn’t leave any Inktober drawing unfinished, I didn’t dwell on whether
or not the proportions were correct, the light source was accurate, or the
composition of the piece was cohesive. I just drew it. Moving forward, I will take
this same approach to my art, and will continually remind myself that revisions
will happen, and the art will change. It’s better to just lay out the concept to
communicate your story.
I can complete a goal!
I made it my mission to complete these two drawing challenges. For all my years
of excuses (“I don’t have the time” “I have a toddler” etc etc) suddenly, when I
put determination and a due date behind it, nap times became ample creative time,
and I found hours in the morning and at night to crank out one or two more
doodles. I now use those same pockets of time for my dummies.
I’m no longer afraid of my style.
Now, when someone asks me what I do, I will happily say that I am an
author/illustrator. This challenge pulled me out of my comfort zone, and helped
develop my style. When I flip through my images, I can see the ones that I took
my time on versus the ones that were very quick. And though the quality may be
different, the style is still very “me.” And I’m proud of that!
Sarah Elliott grew up in Sparks, Nevada where she graduated from the University of Nevada, Reno
with a BA in Theater and a minor in English. She currently resides in Las Vegas, NV where she is a
mother of 2 and an author/illustrator. Her self-published book entitled EARL THE CURL is on
Amazon KDP.
Sarah previously worked for the Walt Disney Company at Walt Disney World in Orlando, FL, and
at the Walt Disney Studios in Burbank, CA. She was also Assistant Director and an original team
member to open the gift shop at the Perot Museum of
Nature and Science in Dallas, TX.
Sarah’s hobbies include walking/hiking, yoga,
rummaging through antique malls and flea markets
(especially for pinups and children’s books!) and
traveling. She has visited France, Scotland/ North
England, and Italy, and lived a year abroad in Brazil as
an exchange student.
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Who: SCBWI Vegas Einstein Critique Group, all
genres
Where: Einstein Bros
Bagels http://einsteinbros.com
When: The 1st and 3rd Sunday of every month, 13pm.
Notes: Email Tina Kirchner at acelv@cox.net for
details or go to the Meetup page for SCBWI Vegas.
Who: SCBWI Vegas Illustrators & Picture Book
Critique Group
Where and When: Please contact Ken Lamug
at nevada-ic@scbwi.org for location info.
Who: SCBWI Vegas Summerlin Critique Group
Where: Coffee Bean on Towne Center and 215
When: Last Wednesday of the month, 4:30-6:30pm.
For 2017: 4/26, 5/31, 6/28, 7/26, 8/30, 9/27, 10/25, 11/29
Notes: Email Stephanie Espinoza at
forestjournal@yahoo.com for more info.
Who: Quarterly Critique Group, all genres
Where/When: These larger critique groups will be
held as announced.
If you are interested in leading or starting a new critique
group in your area, please contact Kim Harnes
at kimharnes@gmail.com.
Megan Kellermeyer joined SCBWI in 2016, but she's been
writing about far off lands and people since her teens. She
has created and maintained websites
like www.zomboo.com for local
businesses for over eight years and
sometimes writes for the late-night
TV show, "Zomboo's House of
Horror Movies." Known online as
Jade Griffin, she is both writer
and illustrator for the
webcomic 56shards.com, which has
been running for over seven years.
Whether writing, drawing, or
delighting in the screams of people exiting the home haunt she helps
put on every Halloween, Megan is constantly creating and is
working toward the publication of her first middle-grade novel.
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Author Ity
By Megan “Jade Griffin” Kellermeyer
“Hermiting Life”

Authors and illustrators have two of the most social yet lonely professions. We work and toil alone, put pieces of ourselves into
our masterwork, all the while hermiting in our creative mode. Once we come out of our shell for a break or a breath, to stretch
our legs or embark on embracing the presence of other people once more, we display those personal fragments for all to see. We
need the world to see us. It is part of why we do what we do.
Recently, I posed this question to someone: "Why do I write?"
If asked, the answer I give is, "Because it's there!" It was and is still true. The ideas and words are in my head. My illustrations
come the same way. I draw and write because the ideas arise and want out. I wasn't being asked this question however. I was
making query to see if someone knew the deeper drive. There is one, and it is so much bigger on the inside.
My need to create does not come from a need to extinguish inner pain. I don't do it because I see the world as ugly and it needs
more beauty. Just the opposite, I see so much life and color and magic in the world, it springs forth from me as grand images of
things, places, situations, and people. Life and living inspire me beyond my expression of smiles and a cheerful demeanor. I
must create.
While not everyone expresses for this reason, our need to create joins us in unique brother- and sisterhood. Even if you are alone
during your journey, know we are on a similar beach beside the ocean of life. We understand.

(Sarah Elliot’s Inktober and Drawlloween Challenges continued from page 2)
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So When Do They Go to the Bathroom?
How to Skip Over Details That Don’t Matter in Your Story
By Jenny MacKay, Mentor
Days, weeks, even months can pass without anything notable happening. If you
keep a journal or go out with a friend, you don’t give a play-by-play of your entire
conscious existence from dawn to bedtime. You pick the parts that are funny,
gossip-worthy, or shocking. (And if you don’t, you might notice that few people
ever seem to have time to meet for coffee...)
Book characters are no different. They might be perfectly attractive and charming
people, but much of their day will be mundane, just like yours or mine. Unless
your character is one of those rare people whose every thought is hilarious, no one
wants to listen for hours on end.
Interesting events that happen to you depend on things like your job, where you
live, the time of year, and whether you are having a crisis. It’s no coincidence that
these are the kinds of things you also have to play up in your characters’ lives.
Take the time of year, for example. When is life busy or weird? Throw your
characters into interesting time frames. Make it summer vacation, Halloween, the
holidays, a family road trip, or a funeral. Or if you can’t shake up the setting, toss
in a peculiar character. Have a weird relative move in. Make the house haunted.
Fill your characters’ lives with out-of-the-ordinary things so they have a cool story
to tell.
Suppose you already have a rambunctious setting. Great! Even so, every detail
cannot be interesting. Your characters do eat, sleep, and go to the bathroom, but
who cares? Real life is a continuum of mundane and mindless habits, but stories
are about the unusual events interspersed with all of that.
Even if you’re writing a realistic story, your book is not time-lapse photography
showing your characters’ every move from their morning toaster waffle to
brushing their teeth at bedtime. Everything you describe your characters doing
must serve some purpose. It has to move the story forward, or reveal a plot twist,
or show something essential about the characters.
Simply put, if nothing important happens between plot points A and B, your story
has to skip from A to B.
These skips have given authors many a headache. “Benny can’t just teleport from
school to the mall,” you might be saying. “I have to write a scene with him on the
bus.”
And if something amazing or terrible happens on the bus, then yes, you do. But if
it’s just a boring old bus ride, the same as any other, your readers will start to
yawn just like Benny is doing.
Instead, use a brief sentence, or even just a phrase, to show that Benny is no
longer at school but has ridden the bus to the mall, where the next important
action is going to be. Try something like “The twenty-minute bus ride to the mall
seemed to take hours,” or “Benny stepped off the bus twenty minutes later and
headed into the mall.”
Take advantage of chapter breaks, too, to make any big shifts in location and/or
time. Just a few words are all it takes to orient your reader to where (and when)
your character is now.
Consider these transitions:
The day of the big game arrived soggy and cold. (Weather shifts help!)
A loud honk jarred Jasper awake.
Two years had left many changes in Mario’s once-skinny body.
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Often, even just a few words will do:
By nightfall …
The sun rose …
Back at the ranch …
Pay attention to how your favorite authors seamlessly make
those leaps from A to B. Here are a few skillful examples
that show a significant shift in time or place in very few
words:
September blazed a trail into the mountains.
~Jean Craighead George, My Side of the
Mountain
The night before the county fair, everybody went
to bed early.
~E. B. White, Charlotte’s Web
Of course, Justin did not escape that day, or even
that year.
~Robert C. O’Brien, Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of
Nimh
Jem stayed moody and silent for a week.
~Harper Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird
I walked like a zombie through the next few
weeks in Reardon.
~Sherman Alexie, The Absolutely True Diary of
a Part-Time Indian
In Treegap, the same moonlight silvered the roof
of the touch-me-not cottage.
~Natalie Babbitt, Tuck Everlasting
Farid eased the Land Cruiser up the driveway of
a big house in Wazir Akbar Khan.
~Khaled Hosseini, The Kite Runner
Follow these examples and you’ll soon be skilled at
weeding out your characters’ pointless snack times, car
rides, and uninspiring trips to the bathroom so readers stay
focused on the good stuff.

Jenny MacKay
has written 33
nonfiction books
for middle-grade
and teen readers
on topics ranging
from murder
scenes and roller
coasters to
mythology and
haunted houses.
She has a
master’s degree
in creative
writing and
currently teaches college courses in English composition
and communications. She has been a member of SCBWI
since about 2007 (but who’s counting?) and has been a
mentor for two of Nevada SCBWI’s Mentor Programs. She
is a teacher at heart, and helping writers unearth and polish
up the diamonds in their rough drafts is undoubtedly her
favorite thing to do. She also preaches that a good story is a
good story, whether it is true or make-believe, so she is
equally happy working with writers to shape stupendous
tales of both the fictional and the nonfictional kind.
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Illustrator Spotlight: Daria Tavoularis
For this edition's Illustrator Spotlight,
we get to hear from Daria Tavoularis!
I’ve had the good fortune of hanging
out with Daria at two SCBWI
conferences now. I hope you enjoy
getting to know her as much as I
have.

I have a handful of picture book manuscripts I’ve
written that I am mocking up dummies for. I’m making
new art and updating my portfolio often. My plan is to
keep working, learning, meeting with my critique group
and sending stuff out. My goal is to connect with an
agent or editor who sees the potential in my work. I’d
love to hold my first published book in hand someday
soon.

Daria, you have such a distinctive
style! Could you tell us about your
education and your background in
art?
Thanks Myrna! I did my foundation
year of art school, while still a high
school student, at the Minneapolis
College of Art and Design. I tried
everything: printmaking, photography
and film (in the old days of analog),
welding and casting, quilting and
embroidery, and of course drawing
and painting. From there I studied at
the Cooper Union and the University of British Columbia. I ended up making mixed
media abstract paintings, which I did for several years.
How did you transition from an abstract painter to an illustrator and storyteller?
It’s funny because the longer I worked with abstraction, the more minimal and less
narrative my work became. So switching to a narrative and sequential art form was a bit
of a winding road. I knew how to use color and design to communicate emotion, and I
thought those skills would immediately translate into my illustration work. Instead they
became a crutch that kept me from building my storytelling skills. I could make pretty
pictures, but they were only a moment - they didn’t sustain or hold the story. So I set
aside my ideas about picture-making and spent a couple of years focusing less on
aesthetics and more on character, tension, arc, and flow. Then I was able to organically
bring my painting chops back into it - a happy development!
Last year, you were chosen as a mentee to Kristine Brogno for this year’s SCBWI NV
Mentorship Program. How has participating in the program helped you?
I was surprised when I found out I was accepted. There was a point where I had stopped
anticipating a positive response from submissions and applications, so being chosen by
Kristine reenergized the feeling that
I was on the right track with all of
this. And working with Kristine
was informative on so many levels.
She has this superpower ability to
hold big picture goals and tiny
details in mind simultaneously, and
her feedback always came from a
carefully thoughtful place. She
didn’t rush into anything and
seemed to be able to notice more as
a result. The mentorship showed me
first hand how the smallest changes
can make the biggest impact. I’m
inspired to slow down enough to
see the instances in my work where
little shifts are required, in order to
take it to the next level.

Is there anything you've learned along the way that
you'd be willing to share with newer members of
SCBWI?
There is so much I’ve learned and so much I haven’t
(yet)! The more I draw or write, the more natural the
process becomes, so I’ve learned to draw or write often.
I’ve learned that a great critique group can keep me on
track and help move my work forward. Despite
sometimes feeling guilty about missing studio time,
I’ve learned that the time I spend in libraries and
bookstores is invaluable. When working on a book, I’ve
learned to consistently ask the story or project what it
wants. Where does it want to go? What does it need to
do next? How does it want to be expressed? And I’m
learning to slow down enough to listen.

An added bonus has been getting to
know my fellow mentees. It has
been so exciting and inspiring to
follow their work and careers this
past year.
Moving forward, what are your
goals?
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Thank you, Daria! If you'd like to follow Daria’s
journey, you can find her at http://www.dariat.xyz/.
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SCBWI at 2018 Las Vegas Book Festival
By Cindy Leopold-Ritsko, Event Photographer and Lead Volunteer
Nevada SCBWI members participated at the 17th annual Las Vegas Book Festival.
Numerous guest speakers, authors,
exhibits, and resource tables met with
public approval October 20th at the
Historic Fifth Street School during this
free event. At the SCBWI booth,
volunteers answered membership
inquiries while handing out literature,
selling books, and meeting some really
nice people.
This event, formerly the Vegas Valley
Book Festival, brings together
organizations annually to encourage art
and literacy. As visitors arrive, banners
labeled IMAGINATION, DISCOVERY,
ENGAGED, EMPOWERED, and
INSPIRED evoke excitement! Celebrities
share from Poetry Pavilion, the
Auditorium and designated rooms as
patrons distribute resources in support.
Founded in 2002, this event remains one
of the most influential literary festivals in
Nevada.

Special Moments:
From the SCBWI
Booth was a ring-side
view of
IMAGINATION
speakers, including
Nevada SCBWI
former Illustrator
Coordinator, Daria
Peoples-Riley. While
engaging fans, Daria
shared her book,
THIS IS IT! She, with
her family looking on,
provided tremendous
inspiration.
But wait; There’s
more! Looking
leftward from
our booth, there
it was! A
gigantic art board
resembling the
library card in
our wallets hung
as advertisement.
The image had
been created by
our own Ken
Lamug, Nevada
SCBWI
Illustrator
Coordinator! After pleasantries, the Las Vegas-Clark
County Library staff posed for photos with Ken and
expressed excitement at meeting the artist behind the card
most often requested.
All, in all, it was a tremendous day for SCBWI. Oh, and
then there were doughnuts brought by Sarah… yes, we’ll
definitely volunteer next year.
Save October 19, 2019 if
you’ll be in town. Stop by the
SCBWI booth to share smiles,
conversation, maybe even a
doughnut.
For more information, visit
www.vegasvalleybookfestival.org

Keynote speakers this year included Sara Shepard, author of “Pretty Little Liars” and
“Lying Game”; both became television series. Poet, novelist and Pulitzer Prize winner
Colson Whitehead, author of “The Underground Railroad,” and winner of the National
Book Award and Andrew Carnegie Medal, was featured as was Luis Rodriquez. Luis
has authored 15 books including best-selling, “Always Running: La Vida Loca, Gang
Days in L.A.”

Residing in Las Vegas,
Nevada, Cindy is an
active member of
SCBWI Nevada,
community volunteer,
and contributing writer
for LV Pet Scene
Magazine under the
name, C. A. Ritz.
Representing Pet Scene, she writes for children and visits
classrooms to engage students and encourage literacy. Cindy
loves to inspire reading, writing, and illustration from one’s
heart.

Other notable presenters included
best-selling authors: Jonathan
Auxier, Aaron Becker, Renée
Watson, and Scott Westerfeld;
Award-winning authors: Sharon
Cameron, Mari Mancusi, and
Ellen Potter; and Award-winning
illustrators: Lauren Castillo, Raul
Colón, Juana Martinez-Neal, and
Javaka Steptoe.
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Originally from Ohio, Cindy Leopold-Ritsko holds an A.A. in
Business, a B.A. with emphasis in education, and a M.A. in
theology. In pursuit of
aspirations, she has
taken college courses
in graphic and fine arts
and has recently joined
the Storyteller
Academy Community.
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THE BEST MATCH: YOU AND YOUR AUDIENCE
By Suzanne Morgan Williams, Regional Advisor Emeritus
Two of my first speaking gigs were a formal breakout session to social studies teachers at a conference about diversity resources
(it was a total failure) and a hands-on demonstration on the science behind Chinese inventions to a mixed-age audience at
Seattle Science Center. What a success. I was the same person, and they were based on the same non-fiction book for ages ten to
fourteen. The difference in results came from how well my presentation matched my audience. I failed to remember that
teachers want to teach and a chance to discuss. They don’t much like being taught. And in trying to make my presentation
“professional,” that session turned into more of a lecture than the discussion they expected. I was far better prepared, by my
experience as a sixth grade teacher, to create the hands-on presentation for the Science Center. I knew what worked with a classsized group, and I was knowledgeable and confident in my ability to set up and present the activities. I got rave reviews.
How does my experience relate to you? At some point, most authors and illustrators will be asked to speak by their child’s
teacher, told by their editor to get out and speak at schools and conferences, or decide to do their own outreach to new
audiences. Do you panic? Refuse, saying you don’t do public speaking? Agree and then ask, “What have I gotten into?” Even
experienced speakers need to update their presentations or create something new for an unusual event. The most successful
presentations are done for the right reasons and are designed with a good match between your skills and personality and the
needs and quirks of your audience.
So, why are you doing this? Is it to please your editor, or because your critique partner said you should? Because you hope to
sell lots of books? These are valid reasons, but they are focused on you and your need to sell books. The secret to a great
presentation is connection. Think about what your audience needs and expects and how you can provide that. How do you
match your experiences, insights, and books to them? If you make that connection, you’ll light up the room.
What value can you share with your audience? Can you give a writers’ workshop, a readers’ theater, help teachers create
curriculum content using your work? Your goal is to inspire, inform, and connect with them. To do this, you need to be
comfortable and confident. Before you submit a proposal to a conference or accept a school visit, think about what you’d like to
do. If you aren’t comfortable with an audience of 300 eighth graders, don’t do it. Instead suggest several class-sized workshops.
If the school asks you to give a 45-minute presentation to kindergarten, first and second graders, suggest breaking that into two
sessions with fifteen minutes for the kindergartners and twenty-five for the first and second graders. (The extra five minutes?
Well they have to switch places.) Designing a school visit or a teacher presentation is a collaborative effort. Be sure you are
happy with the plan and that they feel you are giving them value. You’ll be far more successful.
Here’s a novel idea. Ask. If you are applying to a conference, ask if there is a theme or something they’d particularly like to
highlight. Can you address that? If you are proposing a school visit, ask your school contact what they would like their students
to learn from your visit. It may not be exactly what you had in mind, but you can probably incorporate what they want into your
program. Your basic presentations may be similar but be prepared to tweak your offerings for each school or conference. Give
them what they need, but be sure you offer it in a format you are comfortable with.
Give the design of your programs careful thought. Collaborate with the people who will hire you. Share yourself with your
audiences and you’ll stay connected. You will develop networks with teachers, librarians, and adults who can help expand your
career. You will have your say. After all, you created your book for a reason. Speaking is another way to share it. Everybody
wins.
This article is the first in a three-part series on giving presentations. “Designing a Knock Out Presentation” will appear in our Winter
2019 issue, and “Presenting Like the Pro You Are” will be published in our Spring 2019 issue.

Suzanne Morgan Williams, author of 12 books for children, has given more than a
hundred presentations across the US and Canada. For the last three years, she’s
taught intensives on designing and presenting school visits at the SCBWI Summer
Conference in LA.. She’s available for individual paid consultation on designing
presentations, find speaking opportunities, and/or connecting your work to
appropriate school curriculum.
Contact her at suzannemorganwilliams@charter.net . Suzanne is RAE for SCBWI
Nevada and SCBWI Member of the Year 2012. Find out more about her work at
www.suzannemorganwilliams.com
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